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Introduction
The world of retail is facing a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to transform 
and rewrite the rules. 

From integrated supply networks to AI, new technologies are hailed as 
solutions to meet evolving customer expectations around convenience, 
speed, and personalization. But you must remember one thing: humans 
are in the driver’s seat of business transformation.

Let’s take augmented reality for example.

It still depends on images and data loaded onto core systems. It still relies 
on people making sure they’ve got the right product information put onto 
ERP systems. 

And that means people need to be trained on how to use those systems 
properly.

Bottom line: building a digital fit workforce is a foundational layer to 
digital transformation.

That’s because all these new technologies depend on housekeeping 
around your POS, ERP, sales and marketing systems, or any other 
business-critical applications - and the people operating them.

As a retailer, you’re operating with thin margins. This foundation needs to 
be rock-solid if you want to reap the full benefits of new technologies.

If you were to layer on new things on top of a shaky foundation, you 
won’t realize ROI.

That’s why we created this guide. 

It’s a resource for learning leaders, transformation managers, project 
managers, line of business managers, and change managers to learn 
how to realize maximum ROI from technology investments through 
better, faster, and more cost-effective systems training.

You will learn:
• 6 quasi-universal, money-draining challenges that businesses take for 

granted when it comes to systems training
• 3 proven ways Fortune 500 companies used to cut training costs and 

maximize ROI

Let’s get started.
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The 6 ROI taxes crippling your  
systems training
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The 7 deadly ROI taxes of systems training

Having worked not just with retailers (mass merchants, grocers, home 
improvement suppliers, etc.) but Fortune 1000 companies across 
industries for close to 20 years, we’ve discovered several perennial 
problems that businesses take for granted.

We call these problems ROI taxes.

They act as taxes because they drive training costs up and severely drain 
return from your technology investments.

They can be broadly categorized under:
• Content development time
• Training time
• Maintenance costs
• Support overhead
• IT costs
• Learning outcomes
• Time to market

ROI Tax 6
Poor learning retention

Money wasted on these carries an opportunity cost. Every dollar wasted 
on needless operational and infrastructure costs is not spent on higher 
staff, purchasing new technology to drive revenue.

You’ll see that all these challenges are very much interrelated.  
We’ll explore all of them in-depth in the subsequent section  
including their underlying causes and solutions.

ROI Tax 1
Not having enough time to train

ROI Tax 2
Rework madness

ROI Tax 3
Maintaining a training client

ROI Tax 4
Wasting IT resources

ROI Tax 5
Training and people can’t keep up with the pace of change
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Outdated training methods draining 
your ROI
The ROI taxes outlined in the first chapter are magnified or a direct result of 
ineffective and needlessly expensive training methods. Here are the most  
common ones why they are broken.
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2.1 Straight into the live system

Throwing users straight into the live system is the riskiest training 
method. Because new learners are processing real transactions with live 
data, your organization becomes exposed to mistakes with real-world 
consequences: confidential information being exposed, transactions 
processed by mistake, etc. 

Can you imagine the costs of a single user accidentally allocating an 
unapproved fund for payment while training? Now multiply that risk with 
thousands of users that have to be trained.

“Before Assima, our learners were touching real money  
and affecting real transactions in order to learn the system. I have 
PTSD just thinking back on how much money we lost per class.”

This trial-by-fire method also leads to resistance from staff and 
discouragement. With every click carrying real consequences, learners 
panic and give up. They will try to find workarounds - resulting in double 
work and preventing your systems from achieving increased efficiency.

Another challenge with this approach is that as knowledge is passed from 
person to person, potential bad habits could be passed on as well - best 
practices are not retained.
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2.2 Powerpoint slides

While someone might believe they are a “visual learner”, or an “aural 
learner”, we can guarantee you they would never learn how to dance if  
you tried to teach them with a slide presentation.

Dancing is a physical activity and must be learned by physical action.  
The same goes for software: because of its interactive nature, learners 
must get their hands dirty and play with the tool to learn it. They will not 
learn new tools by reading slides or listening to an instructor talk.

Powerpoint slides are neither interactive nor hands-on. 

Employees can’t go in, make mistakes and learn by doing. They aren’t 
making any decisions or solving real-world scenarios. 

For maximum learning retention, systems training should be:

1
2
3

Process-driven:
Tasks inside an enterprise application are inherently tied to 
business processes. Being familiar with the application screens 
and where to click isn’t enough. Users must be shown not just 
what - but why they are doing it.

Interactive:
Instead of passively listening, users should be able to practice in 
an environment that looks and feels like the live system.

Scenario-based:
Training should be framed as a business scenario. The lessons 
should tell users exactly why one selection has to be made over 
another.  Because users aren’t just going through the motions 
and memorizing steps, but instead understanding the reasons 
behind each action - they can apply their learnings to other 
contexts, and retention increases.
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2.3 Expensive training clients

As a training method, training clients are about as expensive as it gets. 

Here are 4 issues they present:

Expensive license fee
They are expensive right out of the gate. A full copy of Salesforce is priced 
at 30% of net spend. If you have thousands of users, it will cost you $100 
000s every year.

Man-hours are wasted creating and refreshing dummy data
Content developers are forced to create and populate sandbox 
environments with dummy data for two reasons: 
1. replace sensitive information
2. allow trainees to practice at the same time.

This data must be refreshed after every training session to allow the same 
content to be delivered again. It could be as simple as reloading a virtual 
machine (VM). Or it could be as complicated as having a whole team 
of people creating and plugging in dummy data. If you’re training ten 
users, that’s not a big deal. But what if we’re talking about hundreds or 
thousands of dummy data sets? It becomes a monumental task that will 
blow out your training budget.

Extremely hard to train users on processes that cut across  
multiple systems
Costs and complexity are magnified once we’re talking about  
training users on a process flow that cuts across multiple applications. 
Buying and managing multiple sandboxes is simply not cost-effective. 
And even with multiple sandboxes, they would need to be integrated 
to feed each other live streaming data to create a cohesive training 
environment. That’s exceedingly difficult to do.
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2.4 Static screenshot tools

The word “simulation” is used very loosely in the e-learning space.  
That label often describes glorified PowerPoint presentations that give 
off the illusion of interactivity, without real consideration of how effective 
they are for learning retention:
• They trap users into rigid, linear process flows: If the user doesn’t do 
things exactly as intended, an error message pops up. This breaks the 
immersion, increasing frustration and resistance.

• They can’t emulate the complex workflows of modern enterprise 
applications 

• Training is static and never truly reflects the live application: The output 
never looks like the real application. Scroll bars don’t work, alternate 
paths don’t appear, etc.  

• They are always a step behind in the live system: keeping up with the 
pace of frequent updates is exceedingly difficult to do because you’re 
dealing with static images that are hard to mass edit.

Most importantly, they lead to rework madness. Static screenshots 
reduce your ROI by increasing maintenance costs

Since content developers are dealing with static images, they are forced 
to re-record entire process flows whenever there’s an update and edit 
them using something like Photoshop. 

This problem compounds exponentially for entire processes or hundreds 
of lessons. You end with an unmanageable amount of screenshots that 
gets harder and harder to maintain.

You can imagine with thousands of screenshots to maintain, this kind of 
constant rework represents an enormous expense in terms of manhours 
and training costs.

Worse, it means your training is doomed to always remain a step 
behind frequent updates.
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Why you Need a Total Digital Adoption 
Framework
In the last chapter, we discussed outdated training methods and their dragging 
effects on ROI. What they lack in terms of agility, effectiveness, maintainability, 
scalability, Assima has an answer to.
 
We call it the Total Digital Adoption Framework.
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Total Digital Adoption Framework

It’s a two-pronged approach designed to drive costs down at every point 
of your user adoption lifecycle.

It consists of two training approaches:

Hyper-realistic simulations
It provides a safe environment for users to practice,  
build confidence and make mistakes. Training simulations 
are available online 24/7 as self-service learning.  
This approach ensured all users developed a solid 
baseline level knowledge of fundamental processes.

Digital Adoption Platform
It supports users with in-app guidance at the moment of 
need. This intelligent layer provided step-by-step guides 
on specific, more complicated processes that required 
immediate assistance. 

In summary, the Total Digital Adoption Framework covers both  
baseline level training with interactive simulations and targeted  
support for challenging use cases with a Digital Adoption Platform.  
Both complemented each other to create a holistic learning journey.
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Here are the takeaways:

It’s sustainable. 
With applications and regulations changing faster than ever, a sustainable 
approach ensures that training materials are reusable, and can be 
adapted and updated as time progresses to ensure their continued 
usefulness and value. 

Training content isn’t just for go-live. It has to keep up with the pace of 
change. Assima’s systems training platform is powered by a patented 
technology that lets you create and update content in record time. 

It’s holistic.
At Assima, we don’t believe depending on performance support alone is 
the right approach. Imagine you’re a hospital deploying a new system for 
thousands of users that have never seen the new software - hoping that 
they simply learn hundreds of processes in the flow of work. It would be 
total chaos! 
 
That why we use a Digital Adoption Platform, not as formal training - but 
support at the point of need, workflow automation, and data validation. 
A rigorous training phase using interactive simulations where users can 
safely train at their own pace is indispensable. This way, users can be 
onboarded smoothly into the new application, practice, and learn from 
their mistakes. Once in the live system, they are fully ready and  won’t be 
caught off guard. While interactive simulations cover most day-to-day  
operations, Assima’s Digital Adoption Platform serves as a safety net for 
more challenging user cases or changes in the application or regulations. 

Too high-level? Let’s see how it’s applied in the real world in the next 
section.
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3 proven tactics used by Fortune 500 to 
save millions in training costs
Here are the 7 tactics that our Fortune 500 customers have used to maximize 
return on their technology investments. Applications range from CRM, ERP, HCM, 
internal apps, and other business-critical applications. Every tactic starts with the 
core problem, the underlying reasons behind it, the solution, a customer story, and 
finishes with a cost-saving calculation derived from real customer business cases. 
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4.1 Create content early in the project lifecycle

Nearly every software rollout has one thing in common: they take longer 
than expected. Bugs, reconfigurations, change in processes mid-way are 
the norm. 

With the go-live date nearing and delays piling up, organizations resort to 
shortcuts. The first thing to go: training. 

“Employees will just have to make do”

“They will just have to figure it out on the job”

Result: training content isn’t ready once the application is released. 
Employees can’t be trained properly. At best, training is incomplete, 
outdated, and won’t match the final version. 

Bottom line: the technology that organizations invested millions on can’t 
be used when released - reducing operational efficiency gains and ROI.

The solution is straightforward: create content earlier at the User 
Acceptance Phase (UAT).

The underlying reason why this doesn’t happen is that training teams 
can’t create content directly from the production system. The system  
is in constant flux and confidential information is present.

That’s why content developers have to wait for IT to create a training 
client with sanitized data. Because traditional e-learning tools are based 
on capturing screens as static screenshots, you can’t create content 
from a system under development. Any deviation from the final released 
version and you have to restart from scratch, recapturing the entire 
process flow and editing screenshots one by one.
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Results
• Bigger window to deploy content and train user
• More competent workforce
• Faster time-to-market

Solution
With Assima, you have the flexibility to create content from any system 
including systems under development, testing systems, production 
systems, etc. Here’s how it works:

1
2
3

Capture application screens at the UAT phase
Since content developers are dealing with editable objects then 
can be swiftly edited and mass replaced, they don’t have to wait 
for IT for a picture-perfect version of the system. They can start 
ASAP.

Create 80% of training material before the system is even 
complete
Training teams can have most of the lessons created and use 
them to onboard users even before the system goes live. 

Edit the remaining changes once the final version goes live
Once live, the remaining 20% can be amended directly on the 
screen.
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SFR reduces help desk calls by 70%

SFR used Assima to clone its CRM systems before the production version 
was up and running. This let their team create training modules in 
advance - allowing users to be trained much earlier.

As a result, employees were able to spend more time learning the system. 
The effects on the organization of a larger window to train users can’t be 
underestimated. It materialized into tangible results: a 70% reduction in 
help desk calls. More practice means more mastery and better retention. 
Employees didn’t need to bother the help desk as much.

How much you could save

5000 end users calling on average once a month for an 
average of 15 mins per call to senior support = $450,000 
per annum saving.

*Based on $30 an hour salary for senior support staff

Read the full case study

https://assima.net/case-study/sfr-assima/
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4.2 Eliminating training clients

We’ve gone over the costs, risks, and complexity of using training clients:
• Infrastructure costs
• Data anonymization costs
• Risk of unavailability due to updates, refreshes, tests
• Time wasted on creating dummy data sets
• Etc.

If that wasn’t enough, the whole thing has to be maintained over time. 
New dummy data sets and a refresh schedule are necessary for every 
training session. 
 
Every time there’s a change in the live system, sandboxes need to be 
updated. It’s usually an afterthought. Sandboxes end up a couple of 
versions behind the production environment. Content developers have 
to wait for these updates and constantly retouch their lessons. This slows 
down the time to train and time to use the live implementation.
So why do companies keep using them?

Underlying reason: It stems from the inability of screenshot tools 
to capture off a production system because customers’ sensitive 
information is exposed. This forces training teams to wait for one or 
multiple training clients to be ready and sanitized with dummy data 
before content creation starts..

Solution
The patented object-capture technology powering Assima allows you to 
create simulations with the realism of a sandbox but none of the risks, 
complexity, and maintenance costs. 

Here’s what it means in practice:

1. Your training always reflects the latest and even future software 
  version (improve business agility)

Every time there’s a change in the live system, sandboxes need 
to be updated. It’s usually an afterthought. Sandboxes end up a 
couple of versions behind the production environment. Content 
developers have to wait for these updates and constantly retouch their 
lessons. This slows down the time to train and time to use the live 
implementation.

By letting content developers make any edits post-capture, Assima 
eliminates the need to wait for a sandbox to be updated, or the need 
to have a sandbox altogether.
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Our anonymization feature lets you replace sensitive data cross all 
lessons  with risk-free data in a few clicks

3. Process flow involving multiple applications can be emulated  
  in training

Instead of using multiple sandboxes to cover all your applications, 
Assima’s authoring tool lets you capture processes from different 
software and combine them within the same lesson flow.

Canadian Bank saves $3M compared to a training client

A Canadian Bank had to train 2,500 users on SAP. At first, they thought of 
building dedicated training to deliver training. They realized soon enough 
that because the system was constantly changing, development costs 
would have been prohibitive. 

Instead, they opted to create their training with Assima. Because of its 
patented object-capture technology, they could now create training 
quickly and cost-effectively, with no need to access the live SAP 
application or re-recording its functionalistic. They could now keep 
training up-to-date as changes are made to the live application much 
faster and easier versus a training client. The bank has achieved dramatic 
cost savings compared to developing, deploying, supporting, and 
refreshing a traditional training client. They estimated these savings  
at around 3M$.

Read the full case study

The benefits are crystal clear:
• It expands the window of opportunity to train users. Your team 
doesn’t have to wait for new applications to go live before creating 
lessons. Capture what’s ready and mock up any changes after.

• You can simulate upcoming features. Add new features to your 
lessons and deliver training before they even exist.

Your training is not only keeping up with the pace of change. It’s 
staying one step ahead.

2. You can eliminate any risky data from your training material  
  (in a few clicks)

Instead of painstakingly creating and plugging dummy data, Assima lets 
you mass replace sensitive data across lessons with risk-free data. This 
unique feature helps your team deliver training at scale in record time.

https://assima.net/case-study/canadian-bank/
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4.3 Reduce maintenance costs exponentially with 
object-oriented capture

We can’t tell you how many times we’ve seen clients with training 
multiple cycles behind the actual software. With applications updating 
now faster than ever - training needs to be in lockstep with the 
development team and not constantly playing catch.

Keeping training up-to-date is not only slow, but it’s also expensive. 
Every mistake or update requires a maddening amount of rework.

Underlying reason: Using static screenshot tools to capture processes 
result in lessons that are exceedingly hard to maintain. That’s because 
content developers are dealing with static images that can’t be directly 
edited.

Here’s an example to illustrate what we mean by rework madness: 

Say there are 15 different fields in your CRM including name, address, 
postal code, etc. Your training team wants to change a single field.  
This is what they have to go through using a static screenshot tool:
1. Capture CRM records and take 15 different captures.
2. Use a tool like Articulate, go on each screen, and edit each screen.
3. Made a mistake? Too bad, go back and restart over 15 times.

No wonder training teams would rather toss it all away and simply restart 
from scratch whenever there’s an update. 

You can imagine with hundreds of lessons and thousands of 
screenshots to maintain, this kind of constant rework represents an 
enormous expense in terms of manhours and training costs. 

Our consultants have estimated that creating and amending a single 
lesson using this method will take your team somewhere between ½ and 
2 days to capture, check, test, get feedback and approval. 
 
Consider that application updates happen on a monthly or even weekly 
basis. How much time and effort would it take to keep a training module 
consisting of hundreds of lessons?
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Solution
With Assima, you capture editable objects, not screenshots. Every 
graphical user interface element (field, button, etc) can be modified, 
copied and mass replaced - without any recapture.

How much you can save

90% saving modification of screens vs re-recording 
lessons.

50 lessons recaptured / quarter = $144,000 

100 lessons recaptured / quarter = $288, 000

200 lessons recaptured per quarter = $576 000

*Based on timed test

Assima is the world’s only tool that can maintain content without  
re-recording

Let’s run that scenario again:
1. Capture screen including all GUI objects
2 . Drag the screen
3 . One click and the change is applied across all 200 lessons.
Time required = 5-20 minutes 

It’s not hard to see how game-changing this is. 

For every update, your organization saves 90% of the time, costs,  
and effort to maintain your training. Savings increase and Total Cost  
of Ownership vs static screenshot tools keep decreasing as your 
application evolves.

Without Assima

Recapture

Photoshop

With Assima

No re-record

Replace sensitive data across lessons in a 
few clicks
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Patented Authoring Tool
Create simulations that look and 
feel like your live system. Provide 
hands-on experience without any 
risk to your customers or data.

Assima helps you maximize 
return on your technology 
investments with the 
world’s most effective way 
to create and maintain 
software training at scale.
Empower users with hands-on experience to grow 
revenue and delight customers.

Assima Digital Adoption 
Platform
Help users get answers on-the-
job, prevent mistakes, and work  
at peak efficiency every day.


